
SkylineScenes Digital Photography License 
(Personal Use / Small Business Agreement) 

Licensing Terms 
By purchasing a digital file directly from the SKYLINESCENES website, you agree to the following licensing terms: 
 
 
Permitted Uses. You may: 

• You may use the digital files provided to you direct from the SKYLINESCENES website for many personal low resolution 
applications such as blogs, social media websites, PowerPoint presentations, invitations, school projects etc.   There is 
no limit to this use so long as you are the sole user of the image(s) and the use remains personal.  Image(s) may not be 
given or transferred to another person or company for any reason. 

• Small businesses (defined as fewer than 100 workers and or revenue of less than $25 million) may use the digital files 
provided to you for any business application such as internet websites, PowerPoint presentations, marketing material 
etc.   There is no limit to this use so long as you are the sole user of the image(s).  Image(s) may not be given or 
transferred to another person or company for any reason other than to assist you or your business (such as a web 
designer). 

• Back up, copy, or archive the Image(s) as necessary for internal use, and only as necessary for that use. Any copy or archive you 
make must include the Image's copyright information.  

• Modify or alter the Image(s) as necessary for your use, as allowed for elsewhere in these terms and conditions, provided that the 
rights to any derivative work shall belong to SKYLINESCENES. You may use such derivative work only as permitted in accordance with 
these terms and conditions.  All copyrights with respect to such derivative work are assigned to SKYLINESCENES, which assignment 
the parties hereby agree is valid under the U.S. Copyright Law. If requested by SKYLINESCENES, you agree to execute a written 
assignment of any such copyrights with respect to such derivative work.  

• In the normal course of workflow, convey to a third party (such as a printer or web designer) temporary copies of the Image(s) that 
are integral to your work product and without which the product could not be completed.  

 

Prohibited Uses. You may not: 

• Transfer the rights to the Image(s), except as specifically provided for elsewhere in this Agreement. All other rights are reserved by 
SKYLINESCENES.  

• Images can not be used for large format printing, advertising, mass marketing, consumer merchandise, book covers etc.  
A full license is required for these more intensive types of uses. 

• Remove any copyright or trademark from any place where it appears on the Image(s).  

• Use the Image(s) in any way that could be considered defamatory, libelous, pornographic, obscene, immoral, or 
fraudulent.  

• Display the Image(s) in any digital format or for any digital use at a resolution greater than 1200x800 pixels (72dpi), except in 
editorial or preliminary design work or unless watermarked.  Doing so will be viewed as an attempt to distribute the Image(s) in 
violation of this Agreement. We are specifying this so that no one can steal the Image(s) from you, even if that was not your 
intention.  

• Give out usernames or passwords to any SKYLINESCENES.com web page or FTP sites to un-authorized users. 

• Re-sell, distribute or sub-license the Image(s) or the rights to use the Image(s) to anyone for any purpose, except as specifically 
provided for elsewhere in this agreement. SKYLINESCENES is in the business of licensing images to its customers. It is the specific 
intent of this provision to prohibit a purchaser or licensee of SKYLINESCENES’s images from using the Image(s) to enter, either 
directly or indirectly, a similar or competing business. It is also prohibited to use the Image(s) in a product whereby the purchaser or 
licensee of that product can then use the Image(s) for its own purposes.  

• Crop an image or “blow up” an image that ultimately creates photos with enhanced copyrighted logos, buildings etc without the 
written consent of those associated with the logos or properties.  This means you can not take skyline photos and crop them down to 
a point where a company logo or an individual structure becomes the prominent item in a photo and post that on the internet.  All 
photos delivered must maintain their original integrity. 

This License is effective until it is terminated. You can terminate this license by destroying the Image(s), along with any copies or archives of it, 
and ceasing to use the Image(s) for any purpose. 
 
The license also terminates if at any time you fail to comply with the terms of this Agreement. If this happens, you hereby agree to destroy all 
copies and archives of the Image(s), to cease using the Image(s) for any purpose, and to confirm to SKYLINESCENES in writing that you have 
complied with these requirements. 
 
We request the phrase Photo: SKYLINESCENES.COM or Bill Cobb, SKYLINESCENES.COM appear adjacent to the Image(s) or on a credit 
page if possible, although it’s not required. 

 


